Chinese identity generator

If you want to validate chinese id card number, here is a chinese id card number validator. If you want to generate only chinese id card number by address, birthday or gender, here is an advanced chinese id card number generator. If you want to generate chinese id card number, name, photo and other details info, finally generate Obverse and
Reverse side image, here is an advanced chinese id card number generator and photo. What is Chinese Id Card Number or Resident Identity Card? In the PRC, an ID card is mandatory for all citizens who are over 16 years old. The ID number has 18 digits and is in the format RRRRRRYYYYMMDDSSSC, which is the sole and exclusive identification
code for the holder (an old ID card only has 15 digits in the format RRRRRRYYMMDDIII). RRRRRR is a standard code for the administrative division where the holder is born (county or a district of a city), YYYYMMDD is the birth date of the holder, and SSS is a sequential code for distinguishing people with identical birthdates and birthplaces. The
sequential code is odd for males and even for females. The final character, C, is a checksum value over the first 17 digits. To calculate the checksum, each digit in order is multiplied by a weight in the ordered set [7 9 10 5 8 4 2 1 6 3 7 9 10 5 8 4 2] and summed together. The sum modulus 11 is used as an index into the ordered set [1 0 X 9 8 7 6 5 4 3
2], with the first index being zero. The indexed value is the checksum digit. In 15 digit IDs, III is an identification number created through certain mathematical methods (the last digit might be an English letter, such as X). The ID card is used for residential registration, army enrollment registration, registration of marriage/divorce, going abroad,
taking part in national exams, and other social or civil matters. From October 1, 1999, the PRC State Council approved the establishment of a citizen identification number system, and currently consists of an 18-digit code. This number, to some extent, has a function similar to that of the social security number in the United States, and each citizen
has a unique number that remains unchanged for their entire lifetime. An exception previously existed, however, in rare instances where the same ID number was accidentally issued to two people prior to the system being digitalised. 1 1 0 1 0 2 Y Y Y Y M M D D 8 8 8 X Address code Date of Birth code Order code Checksum Address code refers to the
resident's location, where administrative divisions (including cities, banners, and districts) have their own specific codes. (For example, the code for Xicheng District in Beijin is 110102.) Change of address does not modify this code however, which means that the code therefore reflects one's birthplace or the location of one's first-time card issuance
(in the case where people are born before the resident identity card system was introduced). Date of Birth in the form YYYY-MM-DD. Order code is the code used to disambiguate people with the same date of birth and address code. Men are assigned to odd numbers, women assigned to even numbers. The Checksum is the final digit, which confirms
the validity of the ID number from the first 17 digits, utilizing ISO 7064:1983, MOD 11-2. Chinese id and name generator - In the prc, an id card is mandatory for all citizens who are over 16 years old. Here is an chinese id card number (resident identity card) with name generator, you can generate chinese id card number list for test include id, name,
address. The id number has 18 digits and is in the format rrrrrryyyymmddsssc, which is the sole and exclusive identification code for the. The most advanced name generator. In the prc, an id card is mandatory for all citizens who are over 16 years old. Contribute to phinexdaz/identity_generator development by creating an account on github. The
most advanced name generator. Short id generator which support customized characters selection and id length Generate names, addresses, social security numbers, credit card numbers, occupations,. Generate names, addresses, social security numbers, credit card numbers, occupations,. With 37 languages and 31 countries, the fake name
generator is the most advanced name generator on the internet. If you want to validate chinese id card number, here is a chinese id card number validator. These id cards are necessary for all kinds of everyday procedures and thus indispensible in daily chinese life, although in some cases the id number on the card. The random chinese id number
generator will gives you ten id numbers for your using. If you want to generate only chinese id card number by address, birthday or gender, here is an advanced chinese id card number generator. This name generator will generate 10 random chinese names. Fauxid.com is a free tool to generate full fake identities with random first and last name,
address, social security number, credit card, phone number, and more! Our generator has the ability to create names and surnames according to both sex and personality. Show Image The random chinese id number generator will gives you ten id numbers for your using. Generate names, addresses, social security numbers, credit card numbers,
occupations,. This name generator will generate 10 random chinese names. Show Image The id number has 18 digits and is in the. What is chinese id card number or resident identity card? With 37 languages and 31 countries, the fake name generator is the most advanced name generator on the internet. Show Image The most advanced name
generator. What is chinese id card number or resident identity card? With 37 languages and 31 countries, the fake name generator is the most advanced name generator on the internet. Show Image What is chinese id card number or resident identity card? What is chinese id card number or resident identity card? Names for chinese characters can
present many challenges. Show Image The id number has 18 digits and is in the format rrrrrryyyymmddsssc, which is the sole and exclusive identification code for the. A fake identity a set of random generated personal information (name, address, documents, life and personality deatails) that doesn't not. Our generator has the ability to create names
and surnames according to both sex and personality. Show Image Chinese identity card generator for test. Creates valid chinese resident id numbers including checksum digit With 37 languages and 31 countries, the fake name generator is the most advanced name generator on the internet. Show Image Here is an chinese id card number (resident
identity card) with name generator, you can generate chinese id card number list for test include id, name, address. The name generator will show you chinese names based on your english name, birth information and gender. The majority of internet tools equipped to translate your name into chinese are only related to phonetics. Show Image This
name generator will generate 10 random chinese names. Protect your privacy by only using your true identity when absolutely necessary. Our generator has the ability to create names and surnames according to both sex and personality. Show Image This is your opportunity to get an. The identity card contains basic information regarding the
individual, such as the following:. What is chinese id card number or resident identity card? Show Image How can i get a real chinese name ? The pinyin of the name and how to pronounce the name are also provided. Protect your privacy by only using your true identity when absolutely necessary. The most advanced name generator. China identity
info generator online to get a chinese identity info including name, citizenid, address, phone number, payment info, internet info and etc easily and quickly. Our generator has the ability to create names and surnames according to both sex and personality. In chinese, surnames come before the first name. With this generator it is possible to generate a
random chinese name. The generator shows you one chinese name each time. No,is not chinese name ,is just a patchwork of chinese characters, meaningless and no sense of beauty. Five fun facts // chinese names. Type in your given name and surname, and select your date of birth and gender. It’s quick and easy to get your chinese name. What is
chinese id card number or resident identity card? Fauxid.com is a free tool to generate full fake identities with random first and last name, address, social security number, credit card, phone number, and more! Generate names, addresses, social security numbers, credit card numbers, occupations,. Chinese identity card generator for test. Our
chinese name generator uses a system that chooses excellent chinese characters and analyzes the sound of your name. This is your opportunity to get an. If you want to validate chinese id card number, here is a chinese id card number validator. The most advanced name generator. The majority of internet tools equipped to translate your name into
chinese are only related to phonetics. The chinese name generator can generate thousands of ideas for your project, so feel free to keep clicking and at the end use the handy copy feature to export your chinese names to a text editor of your choice. If you want to generate chinese id card number, name, photo and other details info, finally generate
obverse and reverse side image, here is an advanced chinese id card number generator and photo. The name generator will show you chinese names based on your english name, birth information and gender. The identity card contains basic information regarding the individual, such as the following:. If you want to generate only chinese id card
number by address, birthday or gender, here is an advanced chinese id card number generator. What is chinese id card number or resident identity card? The id number has 18 digits and is in the format rrrrrryyyymmddsssc, which is the sole and exclusive identification code for the. Generate random chinese id numbers for your using!
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